The organization of the paper is as follows. tive against bistatic systems [2] , [3] , [1] . Finally, In Section II, we introduce our forward model. bistatic measurements can provide better ability to In Section III, we develop filtered backprojection distinguish targets from clutter [4] . type image formation process. Finally, Section IV For SAR systems whose antennas are able to form we present numerical simulations to illustrate our Our strategy is to determine IC so that the point the transmitted waveform, geometrical spreading spread function of L approximates the Dirac-delta factors, etc. Here t denotes the (fast) time and s, function. In this regard, we extend the monostatic which is referred to as the slow time, parameterizes SAR reconstruction techniques based on microlocal the trajectory.
analysis [13] , [14] to bistatic SAR to determine 1C. Unless otherwise stated, the bold Roman, bold
The microlocal-analysis-based reconstruction italic, and Roman small letters will denote points in method can be viewed as a generalized filtered-R3, R2 and RE, respectively, i.e. x = (X, X3) E 1R3, backprojection-type reconstruction method where with x C RE2, and x3 C Et.
the data is first filtered and then backprojected. It We assume that for some mA, A satisfies the is a direct consequence of microlocal analysis of symbol estimate [13] 
X Tj(Z Z,()T(x)dx dt (I10)
where z = (z,'~9(z))and QTR is the filter to be Wih h hoidetermined below.
Substituting (1) x ATR(X,s,w)duds (5) z (12) is the point spread function. We would like to make Equation (12) shows that the image T is a band-L(z, x) as close as possible to the Dirac delta limited version of T whose frequency content, using function a(x -z) -f exp(i27(x -z) ) d(. (7), is determined by the union of Qz. Mircolocal The main contribution to L(Z, x) come from analysis of (12) tells us that an edge E passing those critical points of its phase at which ATR 1S through the point z is visible if the direction nz non-zero. We will assume that the flight trajectories normal to the edge is contained in (s,w) -~=-E(s,x,z),
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
CO
In our numerical simulations, we considered a in the integral of (5) 1998, pp. 361-365.
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